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A ZVZCS PWM FB DC/DC Converter Using a
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Abstract—The conventional high-frequency phase-shifted zero-
voltage-switching (ZVS) full-bridge dc/dc converter has a disad-
vantage, in that a circulating current flows through transformer
and switching devices during the freewheeling interval. Due to this
circulating current, rms current stress, conduction losses of the
transformer and switching devices are increased. To alleviate this
problem, this paper proposes an improved zero-voltage zero-cur-
rent switching (ZVZCS) phase-shifted full-bridge (FB) dc/dc con-
verter with a modified energy-recovery snubber (ERS) attached
at the secondary side of transformer. Also, the small signal model
of the proposed ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter is derived by incor-
porating the effects introduced by a transformer leakage induc-
tance and an ERS to achieve ZVZCS. Both analysis and exper-
iment are performed to verify the proposed topology by imple-
menting a 7-kW (120 Vdc, 58 A) 30-kHz insulated-gate-bipolar-
transistor-based experimental circuit

Index Terms—Energy-recovery snubber, full-bridge (FB) dc/dc
converter, small-signal modeling, zero-voltage switching (ZVS),
zero-voltage zero-current switching (ZVZCS).

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, the phase-shifted full-bridge (FB) dc/dc con-
verter has been proposed to reduce the component stress

of voltage and current and the switching losses in the traditional
pulsewidth-modulated (PWM) converter. However, because of
the phase-shifted PWM control, the converter has a disadvan-
tage, in that a circulating current, which is the sum of the re-
flected output current ( ) and transformer primary magne-
tizing current ( ), flows through the transformer and switching
devices during the freewheeling interval ( , as shown
in Fig. 1(b). Due to the circulating current, rms current stresses
of transformer and switching devices are still high compared
to those of the conventional hard-switching PWM full-bridge
converter. To alleviate these problems, zero-voltage zero-cur-
rent switching (ZVZCS) FB dc/dc converters using a simple
auxiliary circuit have been presented [1]–[3]. However, the use
of the simple auxiliary circuits to reduce the circulating cur-
rent has disadvantages such as overvoltage and severe parasitic
ringing in the secondary side of the transformer. This paper pro-
poses an improved ZVZCS phase-shifted FB dc/dc converter
using the modified energy-recovery snubber (ERS) attached at
the secondary side of the transformer. By using the modified
ERS, the proposed converter can reduce the circulating current
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Fig. 1. Phase-shifted ZVS FB dc/dc converter and its waveforms. (a)
Conventional ZVS FB dc/dc converter. (b) Operation waveforms.

flowing through switching devices during the freewheeling in-
terval and voltage stress in the secondary rectifier diodes. Also
in this paper, the small-signal model of the ZVZCS FB dc/dc
converter is derived by incorporating the effects introduced by
the transformer leakage inductance and by the use of the ERS
to achieve ZVZCS. The corresponding transfer functions of the
ZVS FB dc/dc converter and ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter are
presented to show a significant difference between them. Both
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Fig. 2. ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter using ERS1 and voltage waveform across
D .

analysis and experiment are performed to verify the proposed
topology by implementing a 7-kW (120 Vdc, 58 A) 30-kHz in-
silated-gate-bipolar-transistor (IGBT)-based experimental cir-
cuit.

II. ZVZCS FB DC/DC CONVERTERSUSING THEERS

By using the ERS (ERS1) instead of adding a tapped inductor
and a saturable reactor to reduce rms current stress such as de-
scribed in the references [1], [2], the converter can reduce the
circulating current flowing during the freewheeling interval. As
shown in Fig. 2, the energy stored in the snubber capacitors
( , ) during conduction interval starts discharging when
the transformer secondary voltage in the freewheeling interval
becomes zero. Due to the discharging of the snubber capacitors
( , ), both primary and secondary currents of the trans-
former become zero. Therefore, the rectifier diodesand
are biased in reverse and the secondary windings of the trans-
former are opened. Thus, the rms currents for the transformer
and switches are considerably reduced in the freewheeling in-
terval. Also, the converter achieves ZVS for secondary recti-
fier diodes ( , ) and freewheeling diode ( ) because the
ERS (ERS1) at the turn-on time of switches (, and ,

) provides a low-impedance path through the transformer, a
snubber capacitor ( ), a snubber diode ( ), and a snubber
capacitor ( ). However, in this case, during the transition from
off stage to active stage, the serial resonance circuit is formed
with leakage inductance of the transformer and snubber capaci-
tors of the secondary and the secondary current ( ) begins
to flow to , , and through the transformer and rec-
tifier diodes. During the charging process, snubber capacitors

Fig. 3. ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter using the simplified ERS2 and voltage
waveform acrossD .

( , ) are charged up to the secondary voltage () of
the transformer, respectively

(1)

(2)

where , .
As a result, overvoltage occurs on the secondary of the

transformer. Due to the relatively high impedance of the res-
onant tank, the snubbing or clamping effect for the secondary
transient voltage is also lost. As shown in Fig. 3, the simplified
ERS (ERS2) can be used to reduce the circulating current
and clamp the secondary transient voltage [3]. However, this
snubber circuit cannot achieve ZVS in the secondary side of
the FB dc/dc converter because the serial resonance circuit
is formed with transformer leakage inductance, snubber
capacitor , snubber diode , and output capacitor

(3)

(4)

Also, the voltage source to reset the primary leakage cur-
rent in the FB dc/dc converter using the simplified ERS (ERS2)
is only the discharge voltage ( ) of snubber capacitor .
Therefore, the ZVZCS condition cannot be expanded to the
heavy load.
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(a)
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Fig. 4. Proposed ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter using the modified clamp circuit
ERS3. (a) ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter using the modified energy-recovery
snubber ERS3. (b) Operation waveforms.

III. PROPOSEDZVZCS FB DC/DC CONVERTER

USING

A MODIFIED ERS

Fig. 4 shows the proposed phase-shifted ZVZCS FB dc/dc
converter that applies the modified ERS (ERS3) to minimize the
circulating current and the secondary transient overvoltage. The
modified ERS (ERS3) that consists of four fast-recovery diodes
( – ) and two resonant capacitors ( , ) is inserted
between the transformer secondary-side rectifier (, ) and
output inductor ( ) to reduce the circulating current. The oper-
ating mechanism and circuit configuration of the proposed cir-
cuit are similar to the ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter using the ERS
(ERS1) except for inserting the snubber diode (). Snubber

diode is connected in the output capacitor in order to
clamp the snubber capacitor voltage from the secondary
voltage ( ) to the output voltage ( )

(5)

Here, due to discharging of the energy stored in the snubber
capacitors ( , ) during the conduction interval ( ,

), both primary and secondary circulating current through
the transformer become zero during the freewheeling interval
( , ) if the discharge time of the energy stored
in the snubber capacitors ( , ) is satisfied by the following
(7):

(6)

(7)

where and .
Then, the rectifier diodes and are biased in reverse

and the secondary windings of the transformer are opened. Due
to the reduced circulating current, the conduction losses are
minimized in switches and transformer during the freewheeling
interval ( , ). Therefore, the proposed ZVZCS
FB dc/dc converter can reduce the secondary transient over-
voltage as well as the circulating current. Also, the modified
ERS adopted in this study recovers the transformer leakage en-
ergy and switching losses to the load.

IV. SMALL -SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS OFZVZCS FB
DC/DC CONVERTER

The small-signal model of the ZVS FB dc/dc converter can
be derived from the averaged small-signal model of the PWM
buck converter with incorporating additional effect of the trans-
former leakage inductance [4]. It can be seen from the descrip-
tion of the circuit operation that the effective duty cycle (

) of the transformer secondary voltage depends on
not only the duty cycle () of the primary voltage, but also the
output filter inductor current , the leakage inductance, the
input voltage , and the switching frequency . Also, the
small-signal model of the ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter can be
expanded from the averaged small-signal model of the ZVS
FB dc/dc converter by incorporating the use of the ERS (ERS3
or ERS1) as shown in Fig. 5. Because of the presence of the
ERS (ERS3 or ERS1), small-signal characteristics of the pro-
posed ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter are different from the corre-
sponding characteristics of the conventional ZVS FB dc/dc con-
verter. To accurately model the dynamic behavior of the ZVZCS
FB dc/dc converter, it is necessary to know the contributions of
the leakage inductance and the energy-recovery snubber,,

, , and , where the magnetizing current is as-
sumed to be constant and negligibly small compared with the
primary current and the inductor current .

Delay Interval : When the switches , are con-
ducting, the input voltage is applied to the transformer leakage
inductance and the reflected primary current increases
until it reaches the inductor current . While the secondary
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Secondary circuit waveforms and small-signal model of FB dc/dc
converter (a) Secondary circuit using the modified snuber ERS3. (b) Operating
waveforms. (c) Small-signal circuit model of FB dc/dc converter.

voltage due to the inductor current increases, the
additional delay can be produced as follows:

(8)

Delay Interval : By using the ERS (ERS3 or ERS1) in
the ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter, the serial resonance circuit
is formed with leakage inductance of the transformer
and snubber capacitors ( , ) of the secondary and the
secondary current ( ) begins to flow to , , and
through the transformer and rectifier diodes. Therefore, the
additional delay in the charging process can be calculated
as follows:

(9)

where is the reflected leakage inductance to the secondary
of transformer.

Delay Interval : When snubber capacitors ( , ) start
discharging during the freewheeling interval, the total capacity
and capacitance of the snubber capacitors doubles. Due to the

discharging of the snubber capacitors (, ), both primary
and secondary currents of the transformer become zero and then
the rectifier diodes and are biased in reverse and the
secondary windings of the transformer are opened. Thus, the
secondary voltage decreases until it reaches zero

(10)

(11)

Here, the effective duty ratio is obtained as follows:

(12)

where , ,
.

By introducing perturbations to the effective duty ratio of (12)
as

(13)

(14)

The small-signal equation is obtained as

(15)
By neglecting of the terms of dc and high order, the simplified

small-signal equation is obtained as follows:

(16)

where

The first term in (16) represents a change in the effective duty
cycle due to the perturbation in the primary duty cycle. The
second term represents the change ofcaused by the pertur-
bation of the output filter inductor current. The third term rep-
resents the change of caused by the perturbation of input
voltage. The small-signal model to derive the transfer functions
of the ZVS and ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter is shown in Fig. 5(c).
The contribution of and is represented by two controlled
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Fig. 6. Simulation results of the control-to-output voltage transfer function in
the proposed ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter and the conventional ZVS FB dc/dc
converter.

sources. From Fig. 5(c), the control-to-output voltage transfer
function is given by

(17)

where

: output impedance; : transfer function of output filter;

(18)

where

Fig. 7. Measurement results of the control-to-output voltage transfer function
in ZVS and ZVZCS converter (output voltage: 120 Vdc,R : 4
).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Waveforms of the conventional ZVS FB dc/dc converter withRCD
snubber (200 V/div, 50 A/div, 5�s/div). (a) Voltage and current waveforms of
the primary. (b) Voltage and current waveforms of the secondary.

Equations (17) and (18) are the control-to-output voltage
transfer functions of the conventional ZVS FB dc/dc converter
and the proposed ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter, respectively.
The first term of shown in (18) is the damping in the buck
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Waveforms of ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter with ERS1 (200 V/div, 50
A/div, 5 �s/div). (a) Voltage and current waveforms of the primary. (b) Voltage
and current waveforms of the secondary.

regulator and the second term ofis the additional damping
due to the effect of transformer leakage inductance and ERS.
In the proposed ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter and the conven-
tional ZVS FB dc/dc converter with the same transformer
leakage inductance ( H), the simulation results of
the control-to-output voltage transfer functions for different
load condition are shown in Fig. 6 by using the simulation
program Mathcad. As shown in Fig. 6, even through the effect
of damping due to transformer leakage inductance shown in
(17) was also observed in the control-to-output voltage transfer
functions of the conventional ZVS FB dc/dc converter [4], the
ZVS FB dc/dc converter with a small leakage inductance has
the peaking in the control-to-output voltage transfer function
due to the resonance of the output inductor and capacitor.
However, the proposed ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter with the
same small leakage inductance can reduce the peaking in a
control-to-output voltage transfer function compared to the
ZVS FB dc/dc converter because the use of the ERS provides
the additional damping. In particular, the damping effect in the
proposed ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter is more dominant in the
light-load condition contrary to the ZVS FB dc/dc converter.
From Figs. 6 and 7, it can be seen that the gain and phase of the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Waveforms of ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter with the simplified
energy-recovery snubber ERS2 (200 V/div, 50 A/div, 5�s/div). (a) Voltage
and current waveforms of the primary. (b) Voltage and current waveforms of
the secondary.

experimental measurements agree with the simulation results
closely. Therefore, this makes the system a first-order system
below the two-pole system. Also, this makes design of the
feedback compensator simpler.

The experimental results of the control-to-output voltage
transfer function of the ZVS and ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter
are implemented at 50% load condition (4) by the use of
impedance analyzer (HP4194A).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A 7-kW (120 Vdc, 58 A) 30-kHz IGBT—based experimental
circuit has been implemented to demonstrate the operation. The
parameters of the circuit are as follows:

• – : IGBT (2MBI120L060, 600 V, 200 A);
• – : antiparallel diodes of IGBT;
• H (magnetizing inductance);
• H (leakage inductance of transformer);
• : transformer turns ratio ( );
• , F (snubber capacitor);
• : 14 nF (stray capacitance of IGBT);
• – : snubber diode;
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Waveforms of the improved ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter with the
modified energy-recovery sbubber ERS3 (200 V/div, 50 A/div, 5�s/div).
(a) Voltage and current waveforms of the primary. (b) Voltage and current
waveforms of the secondary.

• , , : 600 V, 100 A, : 150 ns (rectifier, free-
wheeling diode);

• H (output inductor, m );
• F (output capacitor, m );
• s (dead time).

Figs. 8 and 9 show the voltage and current waveforms of
the primary and secondary side of the transformer in the ZVS
FB dc/dc converter with anRCD snubber and the ZVZCS FB
dc/dc converter with the ERS (ERS1), respectively. Comparing
Fig. 9 with Fig. 8, it can be seen that by using the ERS (ERS1),
the circulating current in Fig. 9 decreases nearly to zero during
the freewheeling interval and the converter achieves ZVS for
the secondary rectifier diodes and the freewheeling diode.
But, it can be seen that a transient overvoltage is produced
in the secondary rectifier diodes of the converter. To reduce
the transient overvoltage of the secondary and the circulating
current, the ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter using the simplified
ERS (ERS2) can be used. However, this converter, using the
simplified snubber (ERS2), cannot achieve the ZVS in the
secondary side as shown in Fig. 10(b). However, by using the
modified ERS (ERS3), we can see that the converter can reduce
the circulating current flowing through switching devices

Fig. 12. Measurement results ofC discharging time andL resetting time
in ZVZCS FB converters using ERS2 and ERS3.

during the freewheeling interval and reduce the voltage stress
in the secondary rectifier diodes as shown in Fig. 11. Fig. 12
shows the operating characteristics of discharging time
and resetting time during the circulating interval in the
ZVZCS FB converter using the simplified snubber (ERS2)
and the modified snubber (ERS3), respectively. In the case
of the ZVZCS FB converter using ERS1 or ERS3, the total
capacity and capacitance of the snubber capacitor to reset the
transformer leakage energy become double that of the ZVZCS
FB converter using the simplified snubber (ERS2). Therefore,
by using the proposed modified clamp circuit (ERS3), the
ZVZCS condition can be expanded to the heavy load. The
proposed converter has efficiency characteristics over 94% at
full load (58 A).

VI. CONCLUSION

A ZVZCS FB dc/dc converter using the modified ERS was
introduced in this paper. The proposed converter can reduce
the secondary transient overvoltage as well as circulating cur-
rent. Also, the design equations and model predictions were
verified by simulation and experimental results. Because the
ERS provides an additional damping, the proposed converter
can reject the peaking due to the resonance of the output in-
ductor and capacitor in a control-to-output voltage transfer func-
tion. Both analysis and experiment were performed to verify
the proposed topology by implementing a 7-kW(120Vdc, 58 A)
30-kHz IGBT-based experimental circuit.
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